
 
90 day Plan: Wake up Ready to be a CEO! 
What you get is: 
#A fully Personalized Plan! 
#All on the state of art Dashboard with Project, 
Milestones, Task Lists, Tasks, Dependencies all 
in one place. 
#Full Accountability by the minute.  
#All your progress, Accessible right in your 
smartphone anytime. 
# Custom build for a Top Executive, start again 
effortlessly from where you left. 
# Completely Customized Architecture 



 
What you get from Ashish: 
 
A fully collaborative Environment that is private 
and fully secured  
Ashish would fully understand you before he 
takes you through some cutting-edge tools & 
techniques and creates a system for you. 
 
 
 



 

 
Why Trust him with your Job Promotion: 
1: He has had fastest promotions at American 
Express. 
 
2: He  Moved up from Sales Manager to Market 
Head to  VP- Online Sales to VP- Sales (online, 
offline, in-store, ) and Customer Service in three 
different companies (American Express, 
Caratlane and Bluestone) within 14 months. 
 



3: As a Coach, he would be bring you the 
perspective, mindsets, strategy, tools, techniques 
and steps to bring you your Next Level role. 
 
 

 
How does it feel to be TAK Trained: 
 
You have a seat on Jet at all time, While we will 
create  architecture, framework,  and a fully 
accountable process and bring it you in 
step-by-step manner. You will have great 



foundation and you will have total clarity of where 
you are in the framework and what next step you 
want to take. 
 
 

 
TAK’s Skin in the game:  
 
I formed this company with the core value of 
putting my Skin in the game, as you the client is 
ready to put your side of work.  
 



What it means: 
I charge the premium of Coaching work when you 
reach the level you want, i.e. your true North: 
CEO of an Organization with inner confidence and 
assurance 
 
 

 
You Are About to Unlock YOUR NEXT LEVEL, 

So Connect with Us through Email or Phone and Let Us Know about Your Professional 
Needs which are stopping you from achieving YOUR NEXT LEVEL 

  
Email: assist@taktraining.in 

Phone Numbers: +91-9717179114 & +91-9873335596 


